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Over 50 years, a large number of research
and development projects with respect
to the use of cementitious and con-
crete materials for manufacturing rail-
way sleepers have been significantly pro-
gressed in Australia, Europe, and Japan
(Wang, 1996; Murray and Cai, 1998; Wakui
and Okuda, 1999; Esveld, 2001; Freuden-
stein and Haban, 2006; Remennikov and
Kaewunruen, 2008). Traditional sleeper
materials are timber, steel, and concrete.
Cost-efficiency, superior durability, and
improved track stability are the main fac-
tors toward significant adoption of con-
crete materials for railway sleepers. The
sleepers in a track system, as shown in
Figure 1, are subjected to harsh and aggres-
sive external forces and natural environ-
ments across a distance. Many systemic
problems and technical issues associated
with concrete sleepers have been tackled
over decades. These include pre-mature
failures of sleepers, concrete cancer or
ettringite, abrasion of railseats and sof-
fits, impact damages by rail machinery,
bond-slip damage, longitudinal and lat-
eral instability of track system, dimensional
instability of sleepers, nuisance noise and
vibration, and so on (Pfeil, 1997; Gus-
tavson, 2002; Kaewunruen and Remen-
nikov, 2008a,b, 2013). These issues are,
however, becoming an emerging risk for
many countries (in North and South Amer-
icas, Asia, and the Middle East) that have
recently installed large volumes of concrete
sleepers in their railway networks (Federal
Railroad Administration, 2013). As a result,
it is vital to researchers and practitioners to

critically review and learn from previous
experience and lessons around the world.

Although those problems have been
resolved through a systemic approach,
there has been a significant demand to opti-
mize the use of materials and to reduce
wastes in concrete sleeper production. In
doing so, there have been two research
trends: materials and design improvement.
The outcomes from both research direc-
tions must enhance and comply with the
systemic performance and specific crite-
ria as well as the operational environ-
ments of such railway networks. Often
engineering specifications by rail author-
ities are in place to mitigate and moni-
tor imminent risks that could potentially
interconnect with other elements. Because
of the systemic complexities, the poten-
tial of many material-driven researches
becomes limited and relates to only tra-
ditional materials. For example, compos-
ite materials were developed purposely to
equate just timber characteristics. Also, a
recycled polymer material was tested as
a timber-replacement alternative (Manalo
et al., 2010).

Breaking through the systemic com-
plexities, a research outcome has led to an
introduction of limit states design concept
to concrete sleepers in Australia (Remen-
nikov et al., 2012). The change in design
concept (which is about 5–6 years behind
the European counterpart) empowers the
leaner and greener potential for manufac-
turing sleepers: either by reducing mate-
rial wastes or by embracing new mater-
ial innovation. The contemporary design

philosophy for railway concrete sleepers is
based on the “allowable stress principle”
taking into account only the quasi-static
wheel loads, which results in overly conser-
vative, deficient design for concrete sleep-
ers. The permissible stress design concept
has fundamentally dominated in current
Australian and some international design
standards for concrete sleepers (i.e. in
North America and Asia). Field data have
also raised concerns about the permis-
sible stresses design technique for con-
crete sleepers, which considerably relies
on material strength reductions and then
leads to over-designing concrete sleepers.
It is well known that the permissible stress
design method does not consider the ulti-
mate strength of materials, probabilities
of actual loads, and risks associated with
failures and other operational and mainte-
nance factors.

Empirical data collected by rail-
way organizations report that railway
tracks, especially railway concrete sleep-
ers, might have untapped capacity that
could bring potential economic advan-
tage to infrastructure owners (Kaewunruen
and Remennikov, 2009a,b). The research
project to study the actual load carrying
capacity of concrete sleepers was devel-
oped as a collaborative project between sev-
eral Australian universities and the indus-
try partners within the framework of the
Australian Cooperative Research Center
for Railway Engineering and Technolo-
gies (RailCRC). The research tasks were
required to perform fundamental stud-
ies of the loading conditions, the static
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FIGURE 1 |Typical components of railway tracks.

behavior, the dynamic response, and the
impact resistance of the concrete sleepers.
The research outcome was the develop-
ment of the design guideline and conver-
sion for concrete sleepers into a more ratio-
nal limit states design format, accounting
for the statistical nature, probability, and
realistic risk of failure. Limit states design
concept, which considers the probabilistic
dynamic loading condition, is regarded as a
more logical entity for the development of a
new design approach for concrete sleepers.

An early lesson railway owners learnt
was that concrete sleepers behaved under
a variety of unexpected dynamic load con-
ditions and at times could be described as
“buoyant,”bouncing in many ways depend-
ing on train speed, curve, rail joints, and
train wheel and ballast conditions. It was
therefore evident that sleeper weight was
a key factor to stabilize dynamic behavior
of railway tracks in addition to track decay
rate and damping characteristics of materi-
als. As a result, the number of pre-stressed
tendons, their position, and their level of
pre-stress were the least of design factors in
terms of cost minimization. In UK, it was
found that the principle contributors to
cost are the sleeper weight, handle-ability,
and installation techniques (Kaewunruen
et al., 2011a,b; Smith, 2012). It was also
noted that early cracking failures (which
were very early) around the railseats were
over considerable lengths of track and were
due to excessive wheel flats. Recognition of
that possibility or correlation to dynamic

load actions has been made over the time.
It has later been found that the major cause
of cracking is the infrequent but high-
magnitude wheel loads produced by the
small percentage of irregular wheels or rail-
head surface defects; both these are crudely
accounted for in the allowable stress design
method by an over-conservative single load
factor (Kaewunruen, 2007). Also such a
wheel flat, while a one-off for one train
and for any one particular sleeper, is in fact
disastrous for miles of track as the train
proceeds to demolish the next sleeper. On
this ground, there have been some further
performance-based criteria, additional to
fundamental engineering and fatigue prop-
erties, in adopting a new design or a new
material, including dynamic behavior of
railway track and sleepers, early cracks of
sleepers due to impact forces, and cost sav-
ings. With these criteria altogether with
systemic risks, many researches into new
materials failed to comply (Kaewunruen,
2013).

In order to introduce the limit states
design concept for railway sleepers in Aus-
tralia, there have been a number of inves-
tigations into impact load action history,
dynamic properties of railway track and its
components, test programs, and structural
capacity results as well as the strategic rec-
ommendations for track capacity upgrade
for existing and new concrete–sleepered
tracks (Kaewunruen and Remennikov,
2010). The test programs have consid-
ered static, dynamic, impact, and low-cycle

fatigue behavior of concrete sleepers. These
test programs were developed based on
railtrack load history records over years.
Numerical studies had also been carried
out to confirm the test results. A trial to
increase the maximum axle load has been
carried out in a heavy haul rail network
in Australia. Its performance will soon be
investigated in accordance with our cur-
rent research at the University of Wollon-
gong, which is focused on the life cycle and
remaining life prediction of aged concrete
sleepers (Kaewunruen and Remennikov,
2014). By all means, it should be noted
that track structures of any rail authorities
vary significantly and their ability to exploit
existing tracks should be reviewed on a case
by case basis. Each track component shall
be re-evaluated altogether as a systematic
point of view.

The new limit states concept permits
a sleeper design with a reduced depth
and weight that is beneficial to any low-
clearance railway corridor. In addition to
cost saving, the use of the new design
method has a positive, potential gearing to
environment and sustainability in a rail-
way corridor over its life cycle. Amounts
and mixture of cement and cement-
replacement materials (i.e. fly ash, furnace
slag, polymeric fiber, etc.) can then be inno-
vated to improve material damping and
strength. We have found that, based on
the cost of materials, the potential cost
saving of 15% can be made by adopt-
ing the limit states principle (Remennikov
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et al., 2012). Note that the project cost dur-
ing track possessions is excluded because
such track possession costs are significantly
dependent on construction type, location,
local population, replacement transport
services, track access, contingency plan,and
so on. For example, bus services arranged
to replace trains during the construction
could potentially cost over 10 times of
the construction material cost in a small-
scale project. It will be unfair to use the
whole project cost to justify a compo-
nent cost. However, such material cost
savings are now very real: recently, appli-
cation of limit states was able to reduce
by 20% the amount of concrete used in
sleepers in a new Australian heavy haul
railway line located in Western Australia.
Saving $3–$5 per sleeper might be small
but the profit can simply increase with
economy of scale, especially when approx-
imately one million of sleepers are gener-
ally required to build just 500–700 km long
of a single railway track. Furthermore, on
the basis of the limit states principle, it is
highly likely that existing concrete sleep-
ers are potential to cater faster and heavier
trains. This is priceless! Importantly, we
need to remember that cost saving is just
a financial benefit; reducing carbon foot-
print (from cement production and mate-
rial wastes) of railway construction is a
legacy.
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